SOCIAL HOST TRAINING FALL '17

This training educates fraternity and sorority presidents, social chairs, and risk managers (or equivalent role) on personal and chapter liability, policies, and harm reduction strategies related to social events with alcohol.

75 student leaders were trained
45 responded to the assessment
100% of chapters in each council were trained
All 3 councils represented in assessment

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify one or more risky behavior occurring within their organization
2. Recognize the policies that apply to chapter social events with alcohol
3. Critically examine their level of liability as an individual
4. Critically examine their chapter's level of liability as an organization
5. Develop strategies that will reduce harm and minimize risk to the chapter and its members

>95%
Agreed or Strongly Agreed that the training achieved all five outcomes

Biggest vulnerability to risk

IFC 60.71% of respondents said "Not IDing attendees" and 57.14% said "Serving underage students" and "Uncontrolled access to alcohol"

CGC 33.33% of respondents said "Not IDing attendees" and "Serving underage students"

Panhel 43.75% of respondents said "Uncontrolled access to alcohol" and "Family drinking events"

51.06%
of respondents DO NOT believe that their chapter needs to make a change

Understanding where the vulnerabilities to risk are for each council community allows us to better advise on how to manage their risk. Also, knowing that at least half of the respondents don't see a need for change, we can now focus our attention on developing a desire for change in the chapter leadership.